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Students need to write a good minimum wage essay as it is an important topic in many countries. This also
seems to be the case today, where countless Americans who work full time, cannot make ends meet by making
minimum wage. The improvement in the gross domestic product will lead to the development of the over
,employment opportunity since the more the people spend the more the firms have to produce. The immediate
effects of the increment in the lowest wages will be the increased income and spending power of the workers
in the low economic brackets Bernstein,  First one is that it is best to not have any minimum wage and let the
employers and employees decide. The minimum wage results from the employers. On the other hand, what
has an advantage always has a disadvantage. Here are a few Google Scholar articles you might want to check
out: The Effect of Minimum Wage on Employment and Unemployment : This is an old and lengthy
articleâ€”written in â€”but older articles such as this can be great sources to illustrate the debate and examine
the history of the topic. The minimum wage has undergone various phases; there have been various reviews
dating back to  The first major issue is the health of the nurse, working overtime often creates health problems
for the nurse due to fatigue and burnout. Whether it would aid workers or not. In economic perspective, some
people are relatively unable to deliver compared to others. The main reason for the development is the soaring
incomes at the top. The coverage as later widened to cover employees in the local government in  Google
Scholar includes sources that have already been determined to be credible. For this reason, when there is a
requirement for the nurses to work overtime, there is the benefit that accrues of increased levels of
productivity. There are communities that believe raise the minimum wage has negative impact of every sector
of the country. The minimum wage law was set so employees have a decent living wage and are not in
complete ruins after working rough conditions. Thinking they are not addictive and following friends and in
an attempt to escape. In doing so, I will be discussing how an increase in the federal minimum wage would
make a vast improvement on the way many low income families live, and also how raising the federal
minimum wage would boost the economy as it desperately needs. The Fair Labor Standards Act of provided
the legal minimum wage standards and the first wage was 25 cents per hour as of October 24, Douty,  The
neglect coupled with the increase in salaries for the managers and other officials at the top of the organization
has culminated in the status quo. A commission was organized in Massachusetts to make recommendations on
non-compulsory minimum wages for children and women. It is important to note that nurses are health care
organization greatest expense, and, as a result, they are increasingly working overtime. Will raising the
minimum wage reduce poverty? Franklin D.


